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For years, buttons have been more than a device that holds it all together. A popular category of
collectible buttons are a staple (40,000 plus auctions) on eBay, and a topic discussed by sewing
enthusiasts and crafters around the world. This new book bears all the color and attitudes of a
favorite vintage button, with all the historical facts and realized pricing suitable for fans of the one
thing that truly makes fashion functional.

About the AuthorJill Gorski is a button collector and designer. She is all about education and
awareness. At this time, she is the only person lecturing and teaching classes on buttons for all
levels of age and expertise. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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Warman's®ButtonsFIELD GUIDEJill GorskiValues and Identification©2009 Krause
Publications, Inc. a subsidiary of F+W Media, Inc.Published byOur toll-free number to place an
order or obtain a free catalog is (800) 258-0929.All rights reserved. No portion of this publication
may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical,
including photocopy, recording, or any information storage and retrieval system, without
permission in writing from the publisher, except by a reviewer who may quote brief passages in a
critical article or review to be printed in a magazine or newspaper, or electronically transmitted
on radio, television, or the Internet.Designed by Donna MummeryEdited by Kristine MantyOn
the cover: Buttons shown, clockwise from top right: small black glass, $4; small brass twinkle,
$2; small clear glass with painted back, $3; small blue glass, $4; small blued steel, $10. Cover
photo by Kris Kandler.Printed in ChinaDedicationTo my loving, supportive and patient husband,
Stephen. Bear, you are my rock!AcknowledgmentsI want to thank my family for riding the roller
coaster with me.I especially want to thank and acknowledge my friends in the Colorado State
Button Society and the Colorado Springs Button Club for your encouragement, support, button
loans, and your unbounded friendship.In particular, I need to thank Susannah Jordan, president
of the Colorado State Button Society. Sue, this book could never have been accomplished
without your generous gifts of buttons, knowledge and, especially, time. I pray that I can be the
friend and mentor to others that you have been to me.Last, but certainly not least, thank you to
Joe Kertzman and Kristine Manty at Krause Publications. Joe, thank you for your vision and
support. Kris, thank you for cracking the whip!ContentsA Brief History of the
ButtonIntroductionWhy collect buttons?What to collectWhere to find great buttonsA word about
pricesGeneral TipsHelpful tools to carryIdentifying your buttonsButton sizesButton shanksBack
marksBeware of imitationsBringing your buttons homeCarded ButtonsButtons By Material
CeramicsFabricGlassBlack glassClear and colored glassPaperweightIntermixed and striped or
candy-striped glassMetalsAluminumBrassCopperPewterSilverSteelFaceted steelsSteel
cupsTwinklesPlasticsCelluloidBakeliteCompositionModern
plasticsRubberShellUniformVegetable IvoryWoodsOthersBone, antler, hoof and hornCoconut
shellLeatherGlossaryResourcesBibliographyA Brief History of the ButtonIt's not difficult to
recognize buttons as miniature works of art. They can be simple, as seen in a faceted black
glass button, or they can be elaborate, as in a carved Bethlehem pearl button. What many
people don't realize is how much history can be gleaned from the study of buttons.Buttons, as
we know them, are not as old as you would think. While button-like objects have been found
throughout all human history, they were generally used as ornamentation or jewelry. This all
changed when crusaders brought home samples of buttons and buttonholes from the Middle
East in the 13th Century. In order to realize how the button has evolved to its present day
purpose, we need to revisit the progression of the Industrial Revolution.European Crafts Guilds
were created around the year 1250 A.D. in order to organize craftsmen and artisans. One of
these guilds was for buttonmakers. Guild members dictated the trends of the day and their work
was truly incredible, with an emphasis on quality. Buttons were marked and records were kept,



documenting each artisan's craft. At this point in history, buttons were jewels made in sets to be
attached and removed each time the garment was worn. Artisans created stunning sets for the
elite, crafting one button at a time, and using materials such as gold and silver set with jewels.
Documents and letters from this time period tell of staggering sums of money being spent on
buttons. Buttons have been found buried with prized jewelry, bequeathed in wills, and listed in
household inventories. Royalty commissioned artists to make their buttons and kings adorned
their garments with as many buttons as possible in order to show their superiority over another
ruler; the old “he with the most buttons, wins!”While the aristocracy enjoyed magnificent buttons,
the common man wore buttons made of materials such as cloth, wood, bone, and leather. This
was due, in part, to the prohibitive cost, but also due to a royal decree that dictated what the
lower class could and could not wear. Buttons told society where you ranked on the social
ladder.By the 17th and 18th centuries, buttons were being made in a wide variety of materials
and styles. France and England were the centers of industry. Artisans branched out and had
very profitable sidelines making buttons. Weavers made woven buttons, potters made ceramic
buttons, and so forth. Buttons increased in size and opulence. Activities of the day were often
depicted on these buttons, like little history books for us to study. For the most part, buttons were
mainly made for men's clothing. Waistcoats, shirts and outer coats were covered with beautiful
buttons, as many as 24 in a set. In addition to clothing, buttons were also used to fasten shoes
and gloves. This means collectors today have a plethora of lovely buttons to collect.American
manufacturers had also begun making fine buttons; however, the majority was still being
imported from England. As talk of revolution grew, it became increasingly patriotic to wear only
American-made buttons. Many patriotic craftsmen manufactured buttons made from wood,
pewter, brass, and papier mâché in addition to their main craft. Phineas Pratt, a well-known
manufacturer of piano keys, began making buttons from ivory. Patriot silversmith Paul Revere is
said to have produced fine silver buttons.As the Industrial Revolution progressed, demand for
everyday objects like cloth and buttons grew. In America and Europe, factories began to produce
many fine buttons in quantities not previously possible. Some of the finest buttons ever
manufactured were crafted during the “Golden Age” of button making (in America; 1830–1850).
Gilt buttons were crafted during this period. They were made using a mix of manufacturing
methods and hand craftsmanship that produced a button of superior quality, not seen before.
Gilt buttons were first made in England but America was quick to learn the process. Sporting,
military, and livery buttons made during this period are very collectable.In addition to an increase
in mass-production, new types of materials were being discovered. Hard rubber was introduced
by the Goodyear brothers in 1849. The U.S. Navy used rubber buttons due to their durability. Leo
Baekeland created the first true plastic in 1909. Bakelite, his creation, was used to make
everything from buttons to telephones. In the 1920s, a German chemist, Herman Staudinger,
studied the molecular makeup of plastics and was the first to use the term “polymers.” In the
1930s and 1940s, glass and plastic novelty buttons depicted every object imaginable. Shell and
China buttons were also popular. China buttons, some with stenciled patterns on them, were an



alternative to cloth buttons that wore out before the garment did. The majority of buttons
purchased now were for use on women's and children's clothing. Unfortunately, progress, as we
know, can be a two-edged sword. The Industrial Revolution that had been such a boon to the
button industry now sent it into decline. Buttons were mass-produced as simply and cheaply as
possible. What many people today picture in their mind as a button is the result of all this
progress: a common, white shirt button, small and inconsequential.Fortunately, for all of us,
there are still artisans who believe beautiful buttons should be available for everyone to enjoy
and treasure. Button clubs, such as the National Button Society, formed in 1938, have fought to
preserve the integrity of buttons as historical artifacts and they have done a wonderful job of
enlisting those who dictate button fashion. Thanks to the efforts of clubs and individual
collectors, button collecting is alive and well all over the world.IntroductionWhy collect buttons?
Humans, by nature, are collectors. The reasons may differ, but the results are the same: the
more, the better! As is true of most collectibles, they connect us to fond memories; sometimes
personal, sometimes historical.Buttons have a universal appeal. Not only are buttons small,
plentiful and portable, but they are very affordable. Buttons can be found for pennies a piece so
your collection can grow quickly, or you can easily use them as an addition to any other type of
collection. Buttons depicting bears might be collected by teddy bear collectors, while buttons
made from Bakelite would be a lovely addition to a Bakelite jewelry collection. People all over the
world collect buttons. There is such a wide variety of types and styles that no two people would
have the same collection.Given the familiarity of such a simple, every day object, it would be
easy to think that collecting buttons might quickly prove to be a boring pursuit. Let me assure
you that the opposite is, in fact, true and I hope that this book will, if nothing else, cause you to
never look at a button in quite the same way ever again.What to collectDeciding what types of
buttons to collect may be the most difficult task a collector faces. Here are some questions that
may help you decide:Are buttons your primary collection, or an addition to another collection?
Would you like to enter competitions with your collection?Are you planning to sell or trade your
buttons?Would you like to display or craft with your buttons?Considering how your buttons will
be used will be helpful. Regardless of how you answered these questions there are buttons out
there for you. In general, variety is extremely desirable, even if you decide to specialize in one or
two types of buttons, and especially if you choose to compete. A mix of sizes, shapes, designs,
and other material embellishments (OMEs) is best. My best advice is to collect what you love,
first and foremost. I promise you'll never be disappointed!Where to find great buttonsThe first
thing that needs to be said here is that ALL BUTTONS ARE GREAT and any find is a good find.
One of the first questions that I am asked is, “Where do you find all your buttons?” I used to say
“everywhere,” but the truth is, I get most of my buttons from people, perhaps like you, who know I
collect buttons and have bags, jars, and boxes at home filled with buttons (often their
grandmothers').They really have no idea what they have. Sometimes I am able to show them
what treasures they have and they take them back home with a smile on their face. On occasion,
however, they feel that the buttons would have a better home with someone who will love them,



and I am able to add to my collection, as well as preserve history, often for no cost at all!The
moral here is: tell everyone you know that you are looking for buttons. Be prepared for puzzled
looks on their faces. “Buttons?” they will ask. “Like, buttons? Really?” They might even laugh. But
you needn't worry; you'll be the one chuckling when you pull out fabulous finds, knowing what
they are really worth.Here are some ideas of places to begin your search:Family and
friendsFabric storesAntiques dealersFlea marketsEstate salesYard salesThrift storesOn-line
sales, like eBayLocal and state sponsored button showsOther button collectorsDon't forget to
look on clothing at the thrift stores and yard sales, not just in bags and jarsButton auctions
(several companies specialize in these)While you can certainly find buttons at these locations,
you may also discover that the prices they are asking are not only more than you want to pay, but
based on unsupported assumptions. That's why it's important to educate yourself. It is my hope
that this book will start you on that path.A word about pricesA little knowledge can be a
dangerous thing, so the saying goes, and it can be true with button collecting. It's easy to go to,
say, a flea market and want to purchase every old Mason jar of buttons you see. Something I
found helpful when I first started collecting was to set a budget. For example, I made a rule that I
would not pay more than $1 for a glass button, and no more than $5 for a large jar of buttons. I
was able to find many great buttons in those $5 (or less) jars, often worth much more than the
price I paid. In addition, I had great specimens to study while I was learning.There are some
fabulous buttons to be found that cost much more than $1 and they are worth every penny. I will
always remember my first major purchase. It was a pewter button made by the Battersea
Company and it was $25! I thought I would faint as I handed over the money, but I reassured
myself that this was a good addition to my collection, with the knowledge that I had researched
buttons made by Battersea, and I was purchasing it from a well-respected button collector. It
remains one of my favorite buttons to this day. I now seek out more from the same maker, when I
can afford to.These two examples demonstrate two schools of thought when it comes to
collecting. The first example would be to spend a little, collect a lot, regardless of the type of
button. This works well and is the method I used when I was learning about buttons. It gives you
a wide variety of study samples, as well as stock to trade or sell later to upgrade your collection.
The second example will build your collection slowly, but you will have magnificent buttons if you
do your homework. Be warned: once you decide to collect buttons, you will find them, seemingly,
everywhere you look and it is very easy to get carried away…hmmm, and this is bad, how?My
purpose in writing this Field Guide is two-fold:To encourage button collecting and preservationTo
give button enthusiasts a simple and portable reference.The prices in this guide are supplied in
order to give you an educated reference. Prices have been determined to the best of my
professional ability after consulting with other professionals. Many factors affect button prices,
some of which include the condition of the button, as well as what buttons might be needed for
state or national competitions (known as Awards, and published online and in the NBS Bulletin).
Where or from whom you purchase can affect pricing. A vendor's knowledge and overhead
costs can affect what you pay for your buttons. There are always supply and demand issues as



well. Buttons are a popular collectible and many people are taking advantage of this by adding
buttons to their inventory. Perhaps you are one of these people. I'm glad that you wish to educate
yourself about your product. There is nothing more aggravating to a button collector than to see
a small bag of 15-cent shirt buttons priced at $5, simply because they know buttons are popular
with collectors.Education is the key to an enjoyable collection and this book encompasses only
a small portion of the information available about buttons. I encourage you to talk, listen, read,
and learn about buttons whenever and wherever possible.General TipsHelpful tools to
carryThere are several tools that you will find indispensable in your quest for great buttons. I
keep a small cosmetics bag with me filled with the following:A good magnifying glass. The
stronger the better, but it needn't be large. Many collectors use a jewelers' loop.A small magnet.
This will help you identify metal buttons.A very soft, child's toothbrush. Most buttons can be
cleaned with just a gentle brush. More will be discussed in a future chapter.A small cleaning
cloth. I like to carry a small cloth that might be used to clean eyeglasses in my kit. This cloth can
be used to keep oils from your fingers off the buttons, as well as a place to lay your button for
examination. I also keep a jewelry polishing cloth at home.There are other tools available for
collectors, such as measuring devices, cleaning pastes and more specialized tools. I will discuss
these in future chapters.Identifying your buttonsFor such a simple object, a button has a lengthy
list of parts and identifiers. The front of a button is lovely and catches our attention right away,
like a pretty face. We all know, however, that there's more to beauty than meets the eye. The
back of a button tells us more about a button's character, where it's been, the life it's led.In the
chapters to follow, I will discuss each type of button by its material makeup, construction, and
characteristic features. You will see fronts and backs of buttons with descriptions and a
suggested average price for each. In addition, I'll give you tips for cleaning your buttons. There
are several general areas I'd like to discuss in this overview.Button sizesButton manufacturers
used a French system of measuring buttons called “lignes” (lines). You may find this number
imprinted, written or on a sticker on a button back. Carded buttons, especially newer ones, will
have a button size listed on the card. This was usually shown as inches. As an aid to
identification, I list button size, when relevant, using the system developed by the NBS. There
are two types of measuring devices available to collectors for this purpose. This system sizes a
button as:Diminutive: up to 3/8 inchSmall: from 3/8 to 3/4 inchMedium: from 3/4 to 1-1/4
inchLarge: from 1-1/4 inch and upIt is interesting to note the sizes with regard to a single
button:This button is small = 1/2″ = 12.7mm = 20 lignes.When you have two identical buttons of
different sizes, they are referred to as “Mother/Daughter.” Here are three identical buttons of
graduating size. The smallest measures 1/2 inch and largest is 7/8 inch. Grandmother/Mother/
Daughter?Button shanksA button is attached to a garment in one of two ways. A button with
holes front to back is called a “sew-through.” A button with a device on the back, such as a metal
plate and loop, is called a shank.Sew-throughShankSome back types are typical to certain
button types. I show and explain these in detail within the appropriate chapters. One interesting
and fun type of construction is found on sew-through buttons called whistle buttons. Notice that



there is one small hole on the top of the button, but turn it over and you will find two holes.Look
straight through…you should be able to see a small portion of the two holes through the top
hole. Whistles come in all shapes, sizes, and many materials. These are black glass
buttons.These three whistle buttons are also black glass.These two plastic buttons both appear
to be whistles, but on closer inspection, only the black button is a true whistle. The top hole on
the pink button is too large and allows you to see nearly all of the bottom holes. The black button
also has pearl inlay on the face.The back of this medium black glass button reveals a broken
shank. This may decrease the value slightly, but this button is still collectible. Collectors use a
device called a “spider” to hold the button for display. Note as well that this button has a “back
mark”: “LeChic” is the name of the button line by B. Blumenthal Co.Back marksOne way to
identify a button is through the marks on the back. These marks include maker's name, brand,
patent, quality mark, etc. They can be verbal or pictorial in nature. You will see several back
marks identified on buttons in this book. Here are a few:This plain little fabric-covered button
holds a fabulous secret on the back: it was manufactured in Paris, France, probably in the early
1800s.The back mark of the fabric-covered button reads, “TRESSE DE PARIS.” A “Paris Back,”
as this is called, is one of the most popular and collectible buttons out there. It also has a pad or
cloth shank.This sew-through wooden button has a beautiful design carved on the front. It is also
a Paris back.The back of this button is marked “L.CJ” and “CAEN”; two small stars and two other
tiny marks appear to be here, perhaps a maker's mark?This brass button appears utilitarian,
until you turn it over…The back is leather. The mark reads, “PARIS/a star/SOLIDITE/a crest.”At
first glance, it is not obvious what material this button is made of. One look at the back mark,
however, immediately identifies it as rubber.The back of the rubber button says, “N.R. Co.
Goodyear's P=T.,” and is one of several back marks used by the Goodyear Co. (see Rubber
chapter for more information). The shank style is termed a pin shank.This large (1-1/2″)
composition button (see Plastics) has a patent date back mark, shown on the following
page.The back mark reads, “PATENTED/NOV 25, 1919.” It is important to note that a patent date
is not necessarily the date that the button was manufactured.This appears to be a U.S. Navy
uniform button.The back mark reads, “R&W Robinson” inside of a banner. This back mark was
used by the Robinson Company from 1836–1848, telling us when this button was made. Also
note the thicker, heavy brass shank, common on older buttons.The pattern on this button
suggests a dyed leather button.The back mark reads, “Canadian Buttons Limited.” This
company, founded in 1884, is still in existence today. It manufactures plastic injection products,
giving us an insight into how this button is made.One last word about button backs:You may find
a button with a small hole in the back. This is not a back mark. A “pick” mark is a mark left in a
horn button to lift it from the mold. This mark is often slightly irregular.If the hole is small and
“perfect,” it is likely a hole left by a “hot needle.” A hot needle is used by experienced collectors to
test materials.Beware of imitationsMany times buttons are erroneously labeled, as illustrated by
the picture on P. 38. These “logger buttons,” as they are labeled, were a fun souvenir from a trip
to Alaska.On closer inspection, however, it is clear that they are a type of snap or stud used on



overalls. While I consider them a great addition to my collection, they are not actually buttons.
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H. horvat, “Helpful guide and illustrations. Details and great pictures that help you recognize and
categorize your buttons. Suggestions on price, cleaning and care of your buttons, useful tools to
keep on hand are also covered. I bought this as an ebook so I can keep on my phone when I
need to reference it.”

Lynn K, “Warman's Buttons Field Guide (Warman's Field Guides). This is a wonderful guide for
button collector's. Jill Gorski introduces people to button collecting, gives a nice, though brief,
history of buttons, shares places to hunt for buttons, and describes the various categories of
buttons. Within each category, Jill gives more details about the buttons and shows wonderful
photos of buttons (both front and back) that belong to this category. With each photo, a
description and the value of the button is given. She also shows very old buttons to newer
buttons. The size of the book makes it easy to carry along when you are out hunting for buttons
to help decide whether a button is worth the price someone is asking or if you've found a real
treasure!”

mystery lover-Pat, “Great for identifying buttons. The bird book of buttons!. A great big little
guide to buttons.”

Jill Gorski, “Arrived quickly and good price.. I wrote this book so I think it's a fabulous book! Easy
to use and great photos to help with identifying your buttons!”

Tammy, “I love my little book of buttons. I love my little book of buttons. I was surprised to see
how small it was. But now realize it is small for a reason , so you can take it with you. Very cute
and helpful.”

ME, “Great book. I have been wanting this book and so happy to finally have it. It is a great book
for both the beginner or the advanced button collector.”

Lizzy, “When can we get a similar book for the UK?. Very interesting, but aimed more for the US
market :( I have several military buttons that I still couldn't find anything about, probably because
they are British.”

Mirf, “Great Visuals. I love this button picture book because it has many enlarged, colored
pictures of individual buttons. It also has interesting facts and button related information.”

L S, “It’s a great resource book. A great book”

The book by Jill Gorski has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 54 people have provided feedback.
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